Press Release
Jeffery Cross Joins Today’s GC Editorial Advisory Board
CHICAGO –April 2, 2014 – Jeffery M. Cross, a noted antitrust attorney and a partner in the Litigation
Practice Group at Freeborn & Peters LLP, has accepted an invitation to join the Editorial Advisory Board
of Today’s General Counsel, a leading publisher of news and information for the senior-level in-house
legal community.
“Today’s GC is an excellent resource for in-house counsel who seek updates on timely developments in
the legal and regulatory arenas,” Cross said. “I am honored to have been asked to join the publication’s
Editorial Advisory Board.”
In his role, Cross will regularly share his thought leadership with the publication’s readership through a
series of columns. He has been a frequent contributor to Today’s GC, writing on a variety of issues
related to antitrust and competition. He also teaches antitrust law and business franchise law at The
John Marshall Law School in Chicago.
“For Today’s General Counsel, we gain the respect and credibility that comes with having accomplished
lawyers like Mr. Cross on our Board,” stated a representative from the publication.
Cross has nearly 40 years of extensive trial experience representing a variety of corporations and
businesses throughout the country on antitrust, securities fraud, contract, real estate, environmental
regulations, libel and slander, false advertising, commercial code and trade regulation issues. He
graduated cum laude with an undergraduate degree from the University of Illinois at Chicago and
received his Juris Doctor from Syracuse University College of Law, where he graduated magna cum
laude.
ABOUT FREEBORN & PETERS
Freeborn & Peters LLP is a full-service law firm, headquartered in Chicago, with international
capabilities. Freeborn is always looking ahead and seeking to find better ways to serve its clients. It takes
a proactive approach to ensure its clients are more informed, prepared and able to achieve greater
success – not just now, but also in the future. While the firm serves clients across a very broad range of
sectors, it has also pioneered an interdisciplinary approach that serves the specific needs of targeted
industries, including food, transportation, private equity and venture capital and insurance and
reinsurance.
Freeborn is a firm that genuinely lives up to its core values of integrity, caring, effectiveness, teamwork,
and commitment, and embodies them through high standards of client service and responsive action. Its
lawyers build close and lasting relationships with clients and are driven to help them achieve their legal
and business objectives.

For more information, please visit www.freeborn.com.
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